Handsworth Wood Girls’ Academy
by bus

our services for pupils at Handsworth Wood Girls’ Academy

11A 11C buses up to every 8-9 minutes for pupils living in
Perry Barr | Bearwood | Cotteridge | Kings Heath | Acocks Green | Erdington | Perry Barr 11A
Perry Barr | Erdington | Acocks Green | Kings Heath | Cotteridge | Bearwood | Perry Barr 11C

16 buses up to every 6-7 minutes for pupils living in
city centre | Hockley | Handsworth Wood | Hamstead Village | Hamstead

54 buses up to every 30 minutes for pupils living in
Perry Barr | Handsworth Wood | Hamstead

101 buses up to every 10 minutes for pupils living in
city centre | Jewellery Quarter | Winson Green | The Leveretts